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0. Introduction.

Our purpose Is to study those rings without non-trivial preradical ideals of

idempotent preradicals (or exact radicals), supplying the cases of idempotent

radicals by [2], of left exact preradicals by [1, 6, 14, 17] and of left exact

radicals by [2, 6]. In Theorem 3.1, we shall show that a ring R has no non-

trivialidempotent preradical ideals if and only if every nonzero left ideal is a

generator for i?-mod (left G-ring). Generalizing this, we consider those rings

whose nonzero finitely generated (or cyclic,essential)left ideals are generators.

We shall give several examples which distinguish those rings to be refered.

1

Preliminaries.

This section consists of a list of definitionsand properties of some type of

preradicals treated in this paper. In particular, we shall give the bijections of

those preradicals for Morita equivalent rings.

Let R be a ring with identity and i?-mod the category of all unital left R-

modules. A functor a :i?-mod-->i?-mod is called a preradical if a(M) is a sub-

module of M for each Mei?-mod and o{M)a^o{N) for each morphism a: M―*N

in i?-mod. A preradical a is called an idempotent preradical (resp. a radical) if

a(o(M))=o(M) (resp. a(M/a(M))=0) for all MeZ?-mod. A preradical is called

left exact (resp. cohereditary) if it is kernel preserving (resp. epi-preserving).

Every left exact (resp. cohereditary) preradical is idempotent (resp. a radical). A

preradical is called a cotorsion radical (resp. an exact radical)if it is an idem-

potent cohereditary radical(resp. a left exact cohereditary radical). For preradicals

d and az, ai<.a2 means that g1{M)<^o2(M) for all Mei?-mod.

To a oreradical a for i?-mod, we associate the pair (&,, £FJ of classes of
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modules in i?-mod given by

£Tff={RX | o(X)=X) and <Xa= {RX ＼a(X)=0].

A class C of modules is called a pretorsion classif it is closed under quotients

and direct sums, and is called a pretorsion-free class if it is closed under sub-

modules and direct products. It is known that the assignment o^S a is a bijec-

tion between idempotent preradicals for i?-mod and pretorsion classes of modules,

under which left exact preradicals correspond to pretorsion classes closed under

submodules ([16, Chap. 6]). Dually, the assignment o^>3a is a bijection between

radicals for i?-mod and pretorsion-free classes of modules, under which coheredi-

tary radicals correspond to pretorsion-free classes closed under quotients.

A class 2" of modules is calleda torsion classif it is a pretorsion class closed

under extentions. A class £F of modules is called a torsion-free class if it is a

pretorsion-free class closed under extensions. If o is an idempotent radical for

i?-mod, then %a is a torsion class and 3a is a torsion-free class. Moreover the

pair (£rff,3a) forms a torsion theory for i?-mod in the sense of [3]. It is well

known that, under the above assignments, we have bijective correspondences

between : (1) idempotent radicals for i?-mod, (2) torsion classes and (3) torsion-

free classes. Finally,we remark that the assignment o<-*3a is a bijection between

cotorsion radicals for /?-mod and torsion torsion-free(TTF-) classes,under which

exact radicals correspond to TTF-classes closed under injective hulls.

For a class C of modules in i?-mod, we define an idempotent preradical tc for

i?-mod by

fc(A/)=2{Im(a) | aeHom*(C?, M), Q^C)

for each Mei?-mod. In general C is not a set. An accurate treatment of tc(M)

was given by K. Ohtake. Put S―{C'QC＼C is a set}. Let &={tc.(M) ＼C'(ES}.

Then £Tis a set and so tc(M) is defined via I{tc-{M) ＼£c,(M)e£T}. tc is a uni-

que minimal one of those preradicals t for 7?-mod satisfying t{Q)―Q for all

QeC. If C={Q} is a singleton, we write tQ for tc. Some basic properties of

tQ are discussed in [8]. Dually, for a class S) of modules in i?-mod, we define

a radical k^ for i?-mod by

kdM)=r＼{K.er(a) | ae=Hom*(M, Q), Q^S)}

for each Mei?-mod. kg, is a unique maximal one of those preradicals k for R-

mod satisfying k(Q)=0 for all Q&S). If 3)―{Q) is a singleton, we write kQ for

kg,. Some bacic properties of kQ are discussed in [9].

Lemma 1.1. If t is an idemtotent treradical for i?-mod, then there exists a
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class C of modules in i?-mod such that t= tc- Dually, if k is a radical for i?-mod,

then there exists a class 3) of modules in i?-mod such that k~km.

Proof. Put C=3:t and 3)=3k.

Now we assume that RP is a progenerator (―a finitelygenerated projective

generator) in /?-mod. We put S―EndR(P) and P*=HomR(P, R), For a preradical

a for i?-mod, we associate the pair (£T,£F)of classesof modules in S-mod defined

by

<2={sY＼PRsY^o＼ and £F={sy | P(g)sr =£?,}.

Since Ps is also a progenerator in mod-S, P<S>s( )･ S-mod->i?-mod is an exact

functor that commutes with direct sums and direct products of modules. Thus,

if a is an idempotent preradical for /?-mod, then 3―2:? for some idempotent

preradical r for S-mod. Dually, if a is a radical for i?-mod, then £F=3V for some

radical r for S-mod. Using P(g)sP* = R, we obtain the following propositions.

Proposition 1.2. The asssgnment o^z where £Tr={sY＼PRsY^s:a} is an

order preserving bijection between idempotent preradicals for i?-mod and those

for S-mod, under which left exact preradicals for i?-mod correspond to those for

S-mod.

Proposition 1.3. The assignment a^z where <3t―{sY＼PRsY^3a} is an

order preserving bijection between radicalsfor R-mod and those for S-mod, under

which cohereditary radicalsfor i?-mod correspond to those for S-mod.

It is easy to verify that,if a is an idempotent radical for i?-mod, then the

pair (2V, 3V) of classes of modules forms a torsion theory for S-mod, where £Tr

―{sY＼P^sY^3:a} and 3rr= {sY＼PRSY<^3a). Hence we have the coincidence

of assignments tf^SV-^r and o->->£FT^r.

Proposition 1.4. The assignment <7>―>ris an order preserving bijection be-

tween idempotent radicals for R-mod and those for S-mod, under which left exact

radicals for i?-mod correspond to those for S-mod, cotorsion radicalsfor i?-mod

correspond to those for S-mod and exact radicals for R-mod correspond to those

for S-mod.

Recall that the assignment a^>a{R) is a bijection between cohereditary

radicals for i?-mod and ideals of R, under which cotorsion radicals for i?-mod

correspond to idempotent ideals of R. In [7], it is proved that if cr is a cotor-

sion radical for i?-mod with associated idempotent ideal L of R, and if t is the
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corresponding cotorsion radical for 5-mod with associated idempotent ideal / of

S, then J={sgS＼PsqLP}.

We refer to [4, Chap. 2] some Morita invariant properties around left exact

radicals. In particular it is shown in [4, Prop. 9.4] that, if a is a left exact

radical for i?-mod such that a(R)=0, and if z is the corresponding left exact

radical for S-mod, then r(S)=0. The argument of the proof is valid for proving

the firstpart of the next proposition.

Proposition 1.5. // a is a radical for i?-mod such that a{R)―0, and if x is

the corresponding radical for S-mod, then r(S)=0. The same holds for an idem-

potent preradical.

Proof. Let a be an idempotent preradicalfori?-mod such that a(R)=0, and

t the correspondingidempotent preradicalfor S-mod. Assume r(S)=£0.Then we

have a nonzero homomorphism h : P<^st(S)―*P<^sS= P. Since RP is torsionless,

for any nonzero u^lm(h), there existsa geP* satisfying(u)gi=0. Thus 0^

(u)gelm(h°g). Since P<S>s^(.S)&9:afwe have (u)g^a(R), which is impossible

because a(R)=0.

A table of preradicals

preradical

left exact
preradical

idempotent

preradical

idempotent
radical

left exact

radical

exact

radical

radical

cotorsion

radical

cohereditary

radical

2. Simple rings.

We callan ideal / of R a preradical ideal if there exists a preradical o for

i?-mod such that a{R)=L A preradical ideal of a left exact preradical (resp. a

left exact radical)is nothing but a pretorsion ideal (resp. a torsion ideal)in the

sense of [6]. From now on, we shall study the rings which have no non-trivial

preradical ideals a(R), where we take a as an idempotent preradical (or an exact
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radical,etc) for i?-mod, and give several characterizations of those rings. Note

that, for a preradical a for R-mod, a(R)―R if and only if a―I, where 1 stands

for the identity functor for i?-mod. Hence we may rephrase our question as:

When the preradical ideals o{R) vanish for various types of preradicals <y=£lfor

i?-mod? To begin with, we have

Proposition 2.1. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R

(1) a(R)―0 for every preradical ai^l for J?-mod.

(2) a(R)=0 for every radical o=£lfor i?-mod.

(3) <r(i?)=0 for every cohereditary radical a=fcl for R-mod.

(4) There exist only two cohereditary radicals for i?-mod.

(5) R is a simple ring (i,e.it has exactly two ideals).

(6) Every nonzero (cyclic)left R-module is faithful.

(7) RK=R for every nonzero right ideal K of R.

Proof. Noting that each ideal of R is a preradical ideal of a cohereditary

radical for i?-mod, we have the implications (1) =>(2) =>(3) =>(4) =>(5).

(5) =>(6). Let M (=£0)be a lefti?-modu!e. Since AnnR(M) is a proper ideal

of R, we have Ann^M^O.

(6) =>(7). Assume R^RK for some right ideal K of R. For any a^K, we

have aRQKQRK. Therefore a^AnnR(R/RK)=0 by the assumption. Hence we

obtain K=0.

(7):=>(I). Assume a(R)^0 for some preradical a for i?-mod. Then we have

Ra(R)=R by (7). Hence o(R)―R, and so (7= 1 as desired.

The vanishing of the preradical ideals o{R) of idempotent radicals (or left

exact preradicals,left exact radicals) <r^l for i?-mod has been characterized by

several authors. We briefly summarize these results.

Definition and Theorem A ([2, Prop. 1.10]). The following properties are

equivalent for a ring R:

(1) R is a left R-ring, i.e. a(R)=0 for every idempotent radical o~-£lfor

R-mod.

(2) Homfl(/, Rjl)±-Q for every non-trivialleft ideal I of R.

(3) Homfl(/, M)=£0 for every nonzero left ideal I of R and nonzero Me

i?-mod.

Definition and Theorem B ([6, p2], [14, Theorem 1.7], [17, Theorem 2.1]

and [1, Prop. 3.2]). The following properties are equivalent for a rins R:
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(1) R is a left SP-ring, i.e. a(R)=0 for every left exact preradical <r=£l

for i?-mod.

(2) Every nonzero left ideal of R is cofaithful.

(3) Every nonzero left ideal of R generates E{RR).

(4) R is a left non-singular prime ring, and every non-singular quasi-injective

left R-module is injective.

Definition and Theorem C ([2,Theorem 2.4] and [6, p91]). The following

properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) R is a left CTF-ring, i.e. #(i?)=0 for every left exact radical a4^1 for

i?-mod.

(2) For every non-trivialleft ideal I of R, there exist jte/, y^R＼I such

that (0: x)Q(I:y).

(3) Every nonzero iniective left R-module is faithful.

3. Left G-rings.

Remark that if a module RM is a generator for i?-mod, then the dual

Hom^M, R)^0. The next theorem deals with a ring R satisfyingthe converse

statement.

Theorem 3.1. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) a(R)―0 for every idempotent preradical a^l for i?-mod.

(2) Every left R-module with nonzero dual is a generator for i?-mod.

(3) Every nonzero torsionlessleft R-module is a generator for i?-mod.

(4) Every nonzero submodule of a proiective left R-module is a generator

for i?-mod.

(5) Every nonzero leftideal of R is a generator for i?-mod.

(6) Every nonzero ideal of R is a generatorfor i?-mod.

Proof. For a module RQ, one can verify that tQ=l if and only if RQ is a

generator for i?-mod.

(1) => (2). If a module RQ is not a generator for i?-mod, then the idempotent

preradical tQ^l. Therefore ife(i?)=0 and so Homfl((?, R)=0.

(2) =>(3). If RQ is a nonzero torsionlessmodule, then HomR(Q, 7?)^0 and so

RQ is a generator for i?-mod.

(3) =>(4). This is clear from the facts that every projective module is tor-

sionless and every submodule of a torsionless module is torsionless.

(4)^(5)^(6). Clear.
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(6)i> (1). Let a be an idempotent preradical for i?-mod. Assume a(R)^Q.

Since a(R) is a generator for R-mod, we have ta(kR-)=l.Recall that ta<.K>is a

unique minimal one of those preradicals t such that t(a(R))=a(R). Hence we

obtain taan<_a, and so a―I.

Definition 3.2. A ring which satisfies one of the equivalent conditions of

Theorem 3.1 is called a left G-ring.

Corollary 3.3. A property that a ring is a left G-ring is Morita invariant.

Proof. This is clear by (4) of Theorem 3.1 or (1) of Theorem 3.1 combined

with Proposition 1.5.

In [11, Theorem 4.15],it is proved that, for a ring R, every nonzero (simple)

left jR-module is a generator for i?-mod if and only if R is simple artinian.

Corollary 3.4. R is a left G-ring with nonzero {left) socle if and only if

R is simile artinian.

Proof. Let R be a left G-ring with socle 5^0. Then S generates RR, and

so R is completely reducible. But since R is prime by Theorem B, R is simple

artinian.

In [13, Theorem 1.2],it is proved that, every nonzero left ideal of R is a

progenerator for i?-mod if and only if R is left hereditary left noetherian prime

ring without non-trivialidempotent ideals.

Corollary 3.5. // R is left hereditary, R is a left G-ring if and only if

every nonzero projective left R-module is a generator for R-vaod.

Proof. This is clear by (4) of Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 3.6. Every left G-ring is a left SP-ring. The converse holds if

R is left self-injective.Also every left G-ring is a left R-ring.

Proof. This is clear by Theorem 3.1 and Theorems A and B.

Proposition 3.7. // R is a left G-ring, then the maximal left ring of quo-

tients £?max of R is simple and left self-injective.In particular Qmax is also a

left G-ring. If R is a left G-ring and the classicalleft ring of quotients Qc＼of

R exists,then Qc＼is also a left G-ring.

Proof. The first part follows from the fact that Omax is simple and left
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self-injectiveIf R is a left SP-ring [6, Prop. 6.2].

Now let A be a nonzero leftideal of Qcu Since Af＼R is a nonzero leftideal

of R, Ac＼R generates RR. Thus there exist i?-homomorphisms /*: ^n^-*^

771 771
(i=l, -･･,m) such that 2/,-: c(^n-K)-*^ is an i?-epimorphism. For each i,ft

induces a Qci-homomorphism gi: Qcl(Ar＼R)->Qci defined by ( 2 qjXj)gt= S q^x^ft
j―i j―i

where <7,e£?ciand Xi<^Ar＼R. Since Qc＼(Ar＼R)=A, we have a Oci-epimorphism

m

i=i

mm m

gt: 0 4―'2 Qcilm(fi)―Qcl(J}Im(fi))=QclR=Qch Hence A is a generator

i = 1 i ―1 i = 1

for Qci-mod.

Example 3.8. Every simple ring is a left G-ring, but the converse is not

true. For a counter example, we may take the ring Z of integers. The ring Zn

of nXn matrices over Z is a left and right G-ring by using Corollary 3.3, which

is not simple.

Example 3.9. Every left G-ring is a left R-ring, but the converse is not

true. For a counter example, we may take the ring R―Z/(pn), where p is a

prime and n is an integer greater than 1. To prove R is a (left) i?-ring, we

verify that R satisfies(2) of Theorem A. For any non-trivialideal I―ip^/ip71)

where i=l, ■■■,n ―1, we define j―Q if 2i―n<S) and j―2i―n if 2i―n>0. Then

the correspondence /)i+ (^re)i-^(p-;+(^w))+/is a nonzero i?-homomorphism from /

to R/I. Now remark that R has the nonzero socle (pn~1)/(pn)but R is not sim-

ple artinian. Hence R is not a (left) G-ring by Corollary 3.4. We remark, by

this example, a factor ring of a left G-ring need not be a left G-ring.

4. Some generalizations of left G-rings.

m

Lemma 4.1. Let 1= 2 Rdt be a finitely generated left ideal of R. Then I

7= 1

is a generator for j?-mod if and only if there exist subsets {bij ＼i=l, ･･■,m;

m
7 = 1, ･･･, n] and {stj | i=l, ■■■,m; j=l, ■･･,n} of R such that (1) Srifli=O

m n m
implies S ri6o-=0 /or {r^ | z=l, ･･･, m}^R and j―l, ■･･, n and (2) 2 T, Sijba

*=l j=l i=l

= 1≫.

Proof. Put K= {(b1} ■■■, bm)^Rm | Sna^O implies
£

r<&,=0 for rlt ■■■,

rmei?}. Then the correspondence f^((a1)f,---,(am)f) is a bijection between

Homfl(7, R) and K. Now RI is a generator for /?-mod if and only if there exists
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n 7i til
a subset {fs ＼j=l, ■■■,n] of Hom^/, R) such that 2 (/)/,= S HR(ai)fj=R.

This is equivalent to the existence of a subset {(6^, ･･･, 6TOi/)| j=l, ･･■,n] of K

n m
such that S Y>Rbi}=R,

J=l i=l

Proposition 4.2. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) Every nonzero finitelygenerated leftideal of R is a generator for i?-mod.

(2) Every finitelygenerated left R-rnodule with nonzero dual is a generator

for i?-mod,

(3) Every nonzero finitelygenerated torsionlessleft R-module is a generator

for i?-mod.

(4) Every nonzero finitelygenerated submodule of a projective left R-module

is a generator for i?-mod.

Proof. (1) =>(2). Let M be a finitelygenerated left i?-module with an

/(^0)eHomiJ(M, R). Then the finitelygenerated leftidealIm(/) generatesRR,

and so M generates RR.

(2)=>(3)=>(4)i> (1). Clear.

Definition 4.3. A ring which satisfiesone of the equivalent conditions of

Proposition 4.2 is called a left FGG-ring.

Corollary 4.4. If R is left semi hereditary, R is a left FGG-ring if and

only if every nonzero finitelygenerated projective left R-module is a generator

for i?-mod.

Proposition 4.5. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) Every nonzero cyclicleft ideal of R is a generator for i?-mod.

(2) Ralr=R for every nonzero a^R, where alr=AnnrR(AnnlR(a)).

(3) RK=R for every nonzero annihilator right ideal K (i.e. K=AnnTR(X)

for some subset X of R) of R.

(4) Every cyclicleft R-module with nonzero dual is a generator for i?-mod.

(5) Every nonzero cyclic torsionlessleft R-module is a generator for i?-mod.

(6) Every nonzero cyclic submodule of a projective left R-module is a gen-

erator for i?-mod.

Proof. (1) =>(2). By using Lemma 4.1,for a nonzero cyclicleftideal I―Ra

of R, I is a generator for R-mod if and only if there exist subsets {bi}･■･,bn＼

n
of alr and {slf ･･･ , sn} of R such that 2 Sj6j = 1r, or equlvalently, RalT―R
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(2) =>(3). Let K be a nonzero annihilator right ideal of R. For a nonzero

a^K, alrcLK implies RK=K by the assumption (2).

(3) =>(4). Let L be a left ideal of i? such that UomR(R/L, R)^0. Then we

have Lr^0. For every ceU, we define£ceUomR(R/L, R) as fc(x+ L)=xc. Now

consider an i?-homomorphism $="E^e: c R(RjL)^R. Then Im (£)=RLr=R by

(3). Thus R(R/L) is a generator for i?-mod.

(4) 4>(5) =>(6) ^ (1). Clear.

Definition 4.6. A ring which satisfiesone of the equivalent conditions of

Proposition 4.5 is called a left CG-ring.

Proposition 4.7. The following propertiesare equivalentfor a ring R:

(1) R is a left FGG-ring.

(2) For each positiveinteger n, the ring Rn of nXn matricesover R is a

left CG-ring.

Proof. (1) => (2). By Proposition 4.2, we see that a property "left FGG" is

Morita invariant.

(2) => (1). Let / be any nonzero finitely generated left ideal of R, say I―

Rax-＼-･■■+Ran. In Rn we put co―(aij) where ail=a.i and all other entries are

k
zero. By the assumption, for some k, we have an i?n-epimorphism 0 Rna)-*

i = l

Rn,

which is in factan i?-epimorphism under the change of rings R―*Rn (canonical
n k n

map). Since i?n<y=R7, there exists an i?-epimorphism 0 0 I-*Rn. Combining

j=l i=l i=l

this with an i?-epimorphism
^(i?^)―>≪/?

((c^O^Cn), we obtain a desired i?-epimor-

phism c c/->/?.

Now we consider another generalization of left G-rings. Recall that a semi-

prime ring is characterized as a ring whose essentialleft ideals are faithful. In

[5], D. Handelman studied the structure of left strongly semiprime (SS-P-)rings

(i.e. rings whose essentialleft ideals are cofaithful). Among others, a ring R is

left SSP if and only if R is a finitesubdirect product of left SP-rings. So we

shall consider a ring R whose essentialleft ideals are generators for i?-mod.

Proposition 4.8. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) Every essentialleft ideal of R is a generator for R-mod.

(2) Every ideal which is essential in R as a left ideal is a generator for

R-mod.
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(3) Every module RQ satisfying that tQ(R) is an essential left ideal is a

generator for i?-mod.

Proof. (1) =>(2). Clear.

(2)i> (3). Assume, for a module RQ, tQ(R) is essential in R as a left ideal.

Since Q generates tQ(R) and tQ(R) generates RR, Q is a generator for i?-mod.

(3) =>(1). Let K be an essentialleft ideal of R. Clearly we have KQ.tK{R)

QR, and so tK(R) is essentialin R as a left ideal. By (3), K is a generator for

i?-mod.

Definition 4.9. A ring which satisfiesone of the equivalent conditions of

Proposition 4.8 is called a left EG-rine.

Proposition 4.10. (1) Every ring direct summand of a left EG-ring is a

left EG-ring.

(2) Every finite direct sum of left EG-rings is a left EG-ring.

Proof. (1). Let T―R^S be a ring decomposition of a left EG-ving T. To

prove R is a left £G-ring, let A be any essential left ideal of R. It is easy to

verify that r(^4cS) is essential in T. Hence for some n, there exist a T-

n
epimorphism c (A(BS)-*T, which is also an i?-epimorphism. The projection map

T―>R Is also an i?-epimorphism. Composing these epimorphisms, we have an R
n

epimorphism c (AQ)S)^T―>R. Now remark that every i?-homomorphism /

i =l

A&S-+R vanishes S, becanse R((0, S)f)=(R(O, S))f=(O, 0)/=0. Hence we have

n
an i?-epimorphism c A-^R.

i =l
n

(2). Let R= 0 Ri be a direct sum of left EG-nngs Rt (i=l, ■■■, n). For

each i, we regard the projection map tci: R^Rt as i?-homomorphism. Then for

any essentialleftideal / of R, {I)itiis an essentialleft ideal and also is an R-

submodule of Ri. By the assumption, for some kit there exists an i?j-epimorphism

(I)7Ti―*Riwhich is also an i?-epimorphism. Combining this with an i?-epimor-

phism I-*(I)nu we have an /?-epimorphism

i?-epimorphism 0 0 /-> c Ri=R

e /―>/?f.Hence we have a desired

Note that an infinitedirect product of left EG-rings need not be a left EG-

ring. For example, let if be a fieldand R=TLK.
i=l

Then /= 0 K is an essential

ideal of R, but is not cofaithful,and so / is not a generator for i?-mod.
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Proposition 4.11. // R is a left EG-ring and the classicalleft ring of quo-

tients Qc＼of R exists,then Qci is also a left EG-ring.

Proof. Let A be an essential left ideal of Qci. It is easy to verify that

Af＼R is an essentialleftideal of R. Hence Af＼R is a generator for i?-mod, and

so A is a generator for Qa-mod by the same argument of the proof of Proposi-

tion 3.7.

Example 4.12. Every left G-ring is a left FGG-ring. Every left FGG-ring

is a left CG-ring, but the converse is not true. In fact, we shall give an example

of a left CG-ring R having a finitelygenerated essentialleft ideal which is not

a generator for i?-mod. Let R=K＼_x, y~]be a polynomial ring over a fieldK.

Since R is a domain, every nonzero cyclic(left)ideal of R is isomorphic to R.

Thus R is a (left) CG-ring. Now let I=(x, y) be an ideal generated by x and y.

Remark that / is essentialin R. We claim, for every i?-homomorphism /: /―≫/?,

there exists an r*ej? such that (z)f=zr* for all z^I. Put (x)f=r and (_y)/=s.

Then (x3/)/=.xs=j>r, and so there exists an r*^R such that r=xr* and s=yr*.

Thus for every z=ifx+y3'£/ where u and y are elements of R, (z)f=urJrvs―

(ux+vy)r*=zr* as desired. Hence for every /EHomfi(/, R), we have Im(/)c/,

proving that / is not a generator for R-mod.

Example 4.13. Every left CG-ring is a left SP-ring, but the converse is not

true. Let D=Z.2[_Xi, x2, x3! ･･･] be the free non-commuting Z2-algebra on xt

(i―1, 2, 3, ･･･)･ Let / be the two-sided ideal in D generated by monomials of the

form XiXjXk with i<j<k. As is shown in [6, p9], R=D/I is a left SP-ring.

Now we show that a cyclic leftideal A=(Dxs-{-I)/I of R is not a generator for

i?-mod. For every i?-homomorphism /: RA~^RR, we put {xz+I)f=m+I, where

m^D. Let 111=171!+･･･+mp be a sum of (distint)monomials in D. Since xxx2xs

e/, we have x1xzm=x1x2(,m1+ ■■■+mp)e7, and so x1x2mi^I for f=l, ･･･,p. We

may assume that each monomial nii= Xj xjo■･･Xj.&I. Hence ./xmust be greater

than 2, and so me 2 xnD Therefore Im (/)c( f) DxnD+I)/I^R, proving that

A is not a generator for i?-mod.

Example 4.14. Every left G-ring is a left EG-ring, but the converse is not

true. In fact, i?=Z0Z is a (left) EG-ring by Proposition 4.10, but R is not

prime. One may expect that,if R is a left EG-ring, then every (essential sub-

module of a) projective left i?-module is a generator for i?-mod. But this is not

true. Once again let R=ZQ)Z, and put I=(Z, 0) be an ideal of R. Clearly RI is
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projective,but an easy verificationshows that tI{R)=I, which means PJ is not a

generator for i?-mod.

Proposition 4.15. A ring R is left G if and only if R is both left EG and

left R.

Proof. (=≫: This was done in Example 4.14 and Corollary 3.6. ≪i): For

every idempotent preradical a for i?-mod satisfying a(R)^0, we shall show that

cr=l. Put a be the smallest radical larger than a ([16, pl37]). Since R is a left

i?-ring, we have d = l. We claim that o(R) is essentialin RR. Let A be a left

ideal such that An(?(i?)=0. Then o(A)QAno(R)=0, and so A^3a=3^= {0}

because a ―1. Now since R is a left IsG-ring, a(R) generates RR. Thus for

n
some n and a module RN, 0 o(R)=R@N. Since <j is idempotent, we also have

2=1ne

i = l

o(R)=a(R)ff)a(N). Therefore o(R)=R which means a―I as desired.

5. Rings without non-trivial left strongly idempotent ideals

(left E2-rings).

Proposition 5.1. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R:

(1) o(R)―0 for every cotorsion radical cr^l for i?-mod.

(2) There exist only two cotorsion radicals for i?-mod.

(3) R has no non-trivialidempotent ideals.

Proof. Clear.

By using Proposition 1.4, we observe that the above property is Morita

invariant.

Example 5.2. Every lefti?-ring has no non-trivial idempotent ideals, but

the converse is not true. For a counter example, consider S=ZxQ, where Z is

the ring of integers and Q the fieldof rational numbers. Define the addition on

S by component wise and the multiplicationon S by

(*!,qL) *(z2,qz)=(z1z2, z1g2+z2g1).

Then S becomes a commutative ring without non-trivialidempotent ideals, but

as is shown in [2, Example 1.16] S is not an i?-ring.

Definition 5.3. We shall call that an ideal / of a ring R is left strongly

idempotent, If J―IJ holds for every left ideal /£/.

Clearly every left strongly idempotent ideal is idempotent, but the converse
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is not true. For a counter example, let R be the ring of 2x2 upper triangular

matrices over a fieldK. One can check that( ) is idempotent but not left

strongly idempotent. On the other hand, ( J is left strongly idempotent.

Theorem 5.4. The following properties are equivalent for a ring R :

(1) a(R)=0 for every exact radical ai=＼ for i?-mod.

(2) There exist only two exact radicals for i?-mod.

(3) // a nonzero injective module RE satisfiesthe condition that, for a left

ideal K, HomR{R/K, E)=0 implies K+ AnnR(E)=R, then E is faithful.

(4) There are no non-trivialideals I such thatIN=Nr＼IM for each RNcRM.

(5) There are no non-trivial(idempotent) ideals I such that (R/I)R are flat.

(6) R has no non-trivialleft strongly idempotent ideals.

Proof. (1) <=>(2). Clear.

(1) ≪=>(3). For a left exact radical a for i?-mod, there exists an injective

module RE such that 2:a={RM＼ HomR(M, E)=0}. In this case, a is an exact

radical if and only if, for a left ideal K, HomR(R/K, E)=0 implies K+a(R)=R

([15, Prop. 2.1]). Thus the equivalence of (1) and (3) is clear by noticing that

a(R)=AnnR(E).

(2) & (4). Clear.

(2) <=>(5). Let a be a cotorsion radical for i?-mod. It is well known (for

example [12]) that a is left exact if and only if (R/a(R))R is flat. Thus we

have an equivalence of (1) and (5).

(5) <=>(6). For an ideal /, (R/I)R is flat if and only if / is a left strongly

idempotent ideal ([10, Theorem 21).

Definition 5.5. A ring which satisfiesone of the equivalent conditions of

Theorem 5.4 is called a left E2-ring.

Corollary 5.6. The property that a ring is a left E2-ring is Morita in-

variant.

Proof. This is clear by (2) of Theorem 5.4 combined with Proposition 1.4.

Corollary 5.7. // R is a left weakly regular ring (i.e. a ring whose left

ideals are idempotent), then the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) R is a simple ring.

(2) R is a left E2-ring.
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Proof. (1) ^> (2). Clear.

(2) => (1). Let / be a proper ideal of R. Since every left ideal is idempotent,

/ is a left strongly idempotent ideal. Hence 7=0 and so R is simple.

Example 5.8. There is a right £2-ring which is not a left £2-ring. Let

D=F[x, jO be the free non-commuting algebra on {x, y} over a field F. Then

DxD=
§

y*xD^ .c DD. The ring i?^End (DxDD) is right SP (cf.[6, Example

13.2]) and so is right E2. But R contains a non-trivial left strongly idempotent

ideal K= c gji?, where e* denotes the matrix with 1 in the (i, i) position, 0 else-
1=0

Example 5.9. If R is a left CTF-hng, then every nonzero flatright R-

module is faithful([6, Prop. 13.9]). If R has this property, then R is left E2 by

(5) of Theorem 5.4. But the converse is not true. Let

HE
0

c

e

0

0

a

I a, b, c, d, e^K

where K is a field. One can check that there are only two non-trivialidempotent

Put/1= A-
W

/l=

(la 0 0＼ /O 0 0＼
lib

0 0 | a, 6, d, eeA" ■ and J2= A" A" 0
[＼d

e al ＼K K 0/

0 0＼ /O 0 0＼

0 oUand/F 0 0 0 c/2. Then/,=£/,/, (z=l, 2). Thus 7t

A- 0/ ＼A" 0 0/

(i=l, 2) are not left strongly idempotent ideals. This gives an example of left

£2-ring having non-trivialidempotent ideals. The same argument shows R is

also a right £2-rinsr. Now put

/O 0 0＼

a=

＼

k k o

＼0 0 0/

and B=

if:

[＼d e

0

a

I a, d, e^K ■

Then R―ARB, and so AR is flat. But since AnnrR(A)―

faithful. Finally, we remark that R is not semiprime.

1° ° °＼

0 0 0

＼K K 0/

=£0, AR is not

Example 5.10. We give an example of a prime ring which is not left E2.

Let Vn be an infinitedimensional vector space over a division ring D. Put R―
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End(FD). Then R is a regular and prime ring. Put I=soc(R), then / consists

of /e R such that Im (f)D is finite dimensional. Thus / is a non-trivial(left)

strongly idempotent ideal. One may remark that RI is not cofaithful, and so R

is not a left SSP-ring.

Proposition 5.11. // R is a left E'l-ring,then no non-trivialideals of R are

direct summand as a right ideal.

Proof. Let / be a proper ideal and K a right ideal such that R=I@K. For

every left ideal /£/, we have KjQKlQlr^K=O, and so IJ=(J($K)J= RJ=J. By

the assumption, 7=0 as desired.

Example 5.12. By Proposition 5.11,every left £2-ring is indecomposable as

a ring, but the converse is not true. For a counter example, we may take the

ring of 2x2 upper triangular matrices over a field.

A table of rings

simplering
(Prop. 2.1)

＼(Ex. 3.8)

left G-ring
(Th. 3.1,Prop. 4.15)

/ I ＼^＼^Ex. 3.9)

/ V
^^

lefti?-ring
X left FGG-vwg (Th. A)

left£G-ring (Prop. 4.2,4.7) ＼^(Ex. 5.2)

(Prop. 4.8) I A ^~~^＼I l

(Ex. 4.12)
ring without

non-trivial

idempotent ideals

(Prop. 5.1)

left S

semiprime ring

!＼

(Ex. 5.9)

:ft £2-ring

(Th. 5.4)

'(Ex. 5.12)

indecomposable

ring
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